
Guidelines for CSL Referees During On-Deck Training Sessions   

 
 

 

The Referee’s role in training CSL meet officials is more than just signing the shadow form. 

General Guidelines: 

 Identify trainee areas of greatest need prior to the meet and plan their training accordingly. 

 Clearly describe your plan and expectations to the trainees and the officials they shadow. 

 Encourage questions during and after the meet, and provide constructive encouraging feedback. 

 Trainees should be present for the pre-meet brief. 

 Remind trainees to refer to the rule book as needed. 

 If the trainee asks about CSL test questions, teach them the rule, don’t just give them the answer. 

 Have all trainees get in habit of tracking event and heat #’s. Esp. Wednesday nights.   

  Remind trainees you need to sign shadow forms after the meet.  Thank them. 

 If you are a lead official for your team – make sure all officials understand the rules.  Provide extra training as needed. 

When Training Stroke and Turn Judges: 

 Give trainees the opportunity to observe all of the strokes, turns, IM’s, Relays, and take-offs. 

 Encourage trainees to stay for the entire meet.    

 Assign the most experienced officials with the task of being shadowed.   

 Check on the trainees during the meet.   Encourage Q&A with admin referee, referee, and shadowees. 

 Get the trainees in good practices early.   

o Stand at edge of pool.   

o Practice raising hand on observation of an infraction. 

o Act professionally and impartially, even when taking a break. 

o Wear proper uniform. 

 Have the trainees describe infractions as you would in a meet. 

When Training Starters: 

 Ask the starter to describe the role of the starter to the trainee. 

 Allow trainee to handle and learn the starting equipment. 

 Give the trainee the opportunity to start events – limit this to exhibition events at A-Meets. 

 Have the trainee keep track of the event and heat numbers along with the starter. 

 If you have a possible false start, make sure the trainee observes the process. 

 Have trainee attend, and give, a timer brief.   

 Have trainee observe warm-ups and go over safety rules (feet first entry, no diving with swimmers in the same lane, etc.) 

When Training Referees: 

 Expose the trainee to all aspects of being a referee.  Pre-meet, during meet, post meet. 

 Have the trainee provide the Stroke Brief prior to the meet. 

 Encourage trainee to learn meet aspects they are not familiar with sometime during their three sessions (e.g. table workers, 

computer entry, clerk of course).   

 Trainee should observe unplanned learning events (protests, safety, resolving time card/DQ slip issues). 

 Make sure the trainee has access to the CSL meet rules and USA swimming rules. 

 Have trainee practice communicating with S&T judges about possible DQ’s.  (where were you standing, what did you see, 

why was it an infraction?) 

Together we will have a high quality and equitable officiating crew to work at all CSL Meets. 


